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In pursuit of ethical research: Studying hybrid communities using online and face-to-face communications
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Abstract

Hybrid communities using online and face-to-face communications to construct their practices are increasingly part of everyday life amongst people who have easy access to the internet. Researching these communities raises a number of challenges for researchers in the pursuit of ethical research. The paper begins by exploring what is understood by hybrid communities and how their practices might be researched using hybrid methods to investigate the experiences of participants in them. The discussion then considers what might be an ethical framework for researching activity in these entities, giving examples from several projects that have tried carefully to embed this framework in their practices. In exploring these studies, the paper highlights the ethical possibilities and challenges that online and offline spaces offer for researchers in the conduct of their qualitative educational research.
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‘To begin at the beginning’

The “embeddedness” of the internet in many people’s everyday lives reflects the complexities of those lives and the hybrid nature of their experiences of “real life”. Through their face-to-face and online communications people continuously re-interpret their identities and relationships and test these out with other people. Internet users’ everyday lives are jointly constructed and interpreted out of a constant and complex interplay between physical and virtual worlds (Harrichan & Bhopal, 2013) to make meanings in and of their lives in particular situations in time and space. It is a common misconception of the Internet that people’s communications through it are somehow radically separate from their everyday life (Leander & McKim, 2003, p.211). Actually people’s online and offline worlds are deeply entangled in terms of space, time, place and embodiment. “Cyberspaces coexist with geographic spaces providing a new layer of virtual sites” (Kitchin, 1998, p. 403). So people, “make meaning of their experiences across online and offline spaces, producing identities without an exaggerated separation between these spaces” (Leander & McKim, 2003, p.219).

As well as the internet, a host of social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook and other blogging and visual social networking sites provide spaces in which people can interact bringing the here and there of their lives close together (Zhao, 2006). These, along with face-to-face and telephonic communications help people to construct hybrid communities. The term “hybrid can have at least three meanings - in terms of biology, ethnicity and culture. In its etymology it meant the offspring of a tame sow and a wild boar, an hybrida” (Easthorpe, 1998, p.145). Hybridity is a complex dynamic “communicative practice constitutive of, and constituted by, socio-political and economic arrangements” (Kraidy, 2002, p.318). The focus on hybrid cultures in this paper draws in part on the work of Bhabha (1994) to understand the meanings people construct through the relationships and communications they develop with others. These are interconnected with the development of new or emergent communities, cultures and personal identities constructed by their members. They provide researchers with a range of opportunities for investigating people’s
social lives but also present them with interesting ethical and practical challenges in collecting, interpreting and presenting data.

While Bhabha (1994) explored notions of hybridity through literature about people’s physical, social and emotional experiences of transitions and transformations/translations when migrating from one country to another, the same ideas can also be used metaphorically for people moving from one status or condition to another. In the case of our research (Busher, James, Piela & Palmer, 2014; Piela, Busher, James, & Palmer, 2013) this focused on the transitions and transformations of non-traditional students on the Access to Higher Education (AHE) Diploma qualification. This qualification is available in England and Wales to those who have been, “excluded, delayed or otherwise deterred by a need to qualify for [university] entry in more conventional ways” (Parry, 1996, p.11). For these students ‘migration’ was less between countries or states than between social situations, from that of often working in poorly paid unskilled jobs to becoming AHE students in order to move on to university to gain qualifications leading to more satisfying and better paid jobs, all the while trying to support their families in whatever accommodation they could find.

In moving or “relocating” from one state or status to another, people enter new spaces which are sometimes called “third spaces” (Bhabha, 1994) or marginal/liminal places/spaces. This usually also involves meeting with unfamiliar people in unfamiliar institutional spaces with whom they have to negotiate in unfamiliar socio-political contexts. When moving in to new spaces, understanding who are the “others”, the notion of alterity (Amoamo, 2011) and who are the ‘same’ (Youdell, 2012) is important for helping people to recognise with whom they have to interact dynamically to assert their agency. In schools and colleges, the institutional spaces are constructed largely by teachers and senior staff to reflect dominant socio-political discourses about students of different ages, social backgrounds, genders, ethnicities and religions (Chandra, 2012). These tend to produce students as socially constructed stereotypes rather than as individual people with individual identities and agency.
People are not passive in unfamiliar situations but try to assert some agency to achieve their own preferences and agenda (Moran, 2013). Agentic strategies include mimicry of dominant discourses (Bhabha, 1994); actions ranging from resistance to cooperation with dominant discourses and powerful people (Wolcott, 1977); recognition of who are significant others in particular circumstances (Youdell, 2012); analysis of what are the power differences between people in particular social structures and policy contexts and how power flows and decisions are made (Foucault, 1986) to construct particular institutional cultures which help to construct power (Giddens, 1984). How people make use of the physical, online and organisational spaces of an institution, whether or not they are formally allocated those, are part of the discourses about how they are constrained but try to assert their agency. Changing uses and demarcations of space through time reflect the changing relationships of people to each other and to the institution in which they are located (Paechter, 2004).

People entering new spaces, such as new students entering classrooms or colleges, often feel disoriented/disempowered because they are unfamiliar with the culture, social structures and flows of power in them (Pierce, 2007). This destabilises people’s sense of identity and how they perform that identity until they become familiar with who are the ‘others’ and how they help to construct social and physical spaces and flows of power in those situations as Paechter (2007) found when investigating how boys and girls constructed gendered identities in secondary schools. However, as people’s identities are not fixed but shifting (Giddens, 1991), in different spaces people try to negotiate their presentations of themselves and their agenda in different but none the less coherent ways, shaping their presented identities to the dominant discourses around them (Benjamin, 2002). People’s choice of how to position themselves comes through their internal conversations about who they are and how they relate to discourses and changing circumstances around them (Archer, 2003). Through this process people moving to new spaces begin to construct new cultures, called small cultures by Holliday (1999), which incorporate elements of local dominant discourses with their own values and past experiences (Busher, 2005).
Within educational institutions, cultural (re)production takes place through people’s interactions with policy discourses, institutional power structures and cultures and the people who project these, and the curricula structures and processes that privilege some aspects of knowledge and some ways of learning (Foucault, 2003). These discourses define what are legitimate subject knowledge and teaching practices and ‘help decide what resources are legitimized or delegitimized in particular settings’ (Gonsalves, Seiler & Salter, 2011, p.394). Teachers/ tutors use these discourses to identify students as subordinates/ subalterns (Spivak, 1985) who are constrained by organisational structures and social practices to act in certain ways that reflect national and local discourses (Gonsalves et al., 2011). Metaphorically, the situation for students in educational institutions is similar to the subordination of native people by colonial regimes (Bhabha, 1994; Spivak, 1985), since students are portrayed as belonging to a caste whose attributes permanently exclude them from joining the ranks of the dominant group in an educational institution, the teacher/ tutors and senior managers. These two groups are usually made up of people with particular formal institutional status and qualifications. According to the dominant discourses of educational institutions, the teacher is always the ruler, at least formally. These essentialising discourses, “prompt a re-examination of what is invested in positioning the self and other [in] dialectically essentialised cultures” (Amoamo, 2011, p.1255). In our research, some AHE students resented being identified as subordinates, in part because they were mature adults who were struggling to maintain families, homes and jobs, as well as undertaking a course of study. They perceived themselves as partners in constructing the learning processes of the hybrid communities which the AHE courses became (Busher, et al., 2014).

**Hybrid face-to-face/ online communities**

Hybrid communities are not post-modern bricolages, with various shreds and patches mechanically stuck together through which a person moves from one aspect to another,
choosing whatever takes her or his fancy. Rather, emerging hybrid communities are suffused with power which people assert in a variety of ways (Giddens, 1984; Busher, 2006). The different aspects of the communities interact with each other dynamically through the agency of the people inhabiting them in particular policy contexts, creating a new transformed whole to which the original bits and pieces contribute. These include people’s different histories (Chandra, 2012) and changing perspectives of themselves and their new situations. These hybrid communities are not necessarily “cohesive and homogenous social objects” (Handley, Sturdy, Fincham & Clark, 2006, p.642). The dispersions and constructions of space in these communities, as well as access to them, are conduits and sites of power (Foucault 1977) which privilege some people’s engagement because of the micro-political processes of the community (Jurasaitė-Harbison, 2009). The transferable skills which people bring to them (Gonsalves et al., 2011) such as greater familiarity with digital technology (Cook-Sather, 2006) make some participants more powerful than others, at least initially during the construction of a community.

Educational institutions increasingly use online technologies to make learning resources available and encourage students to develop their capacities as independent learners (James & Busher, 2013). They make use of a range of multimodal technologies to develop formal or informal learning, sometimes called blended learning (Littlejohn & Pegler, 2006) creating a complex relationship between online and offline relationships (Coffey, Renold, Dicks, Soyinka & Mason, 2006). Online communications can be used to enhance the physical learning spaces of a course and extend, “social interactions, storage and dissemination of knowledge” (Gaved & Mulholland, 2005, p.1). For students, an important element of development on many courses is developing their digital technology skills and learning to make use of the internet in their everyday lives (Beneito-Montagut, 2011). On the AHE courses all the colleges used VLEs (Virtual learning environments) to support students learning and encouraged them to use email and telephonic communications with their tutors (Busher et al., 2014).
People in these hybrid communities make use of online/offline communications to construct new small cultures (Holliday, 1999) and shift identities. Although intensely local to the participants, hybrid communities incorporate global influences of the “others” time and space, too, including national and local educational discourses. Age, gender, social status and levels of cognitive knowledge are likely to be important factors that affect participation in hybrid communities although teachers’ interactions with students tend to mediate the impact of age (Shea & Bidjerano, 2013). The impact on AHE students of the development of these hybrid communities was to facilitate their learning and begin to transform their identities as learners from ones of educational failure as a consequence of their prior educational experiences, to ones of being capable independent learners (Piela et al., 2013).

Informal learning by students takes place online as well as offline (Leander & McKim, 2003), individually and in collaboration with others both peers/colleagues and older or younger people. In our study, some AHE students developed study groups and online communities on Facebook to help them with/compplement their formal learning on their courses whether face-to-face or online (Busher et al., 2014). It allowed them to shift their uses of time for study to fit in with the rest of their lives. AHE students were mature adults who often had to support families and homes and maintain jobs to pay for these as well as attend their AHE courses. Their courses were temporary refuges lasting less than a year, sites where they interacted with each other, with tutors and with various socio-economic discourses and institutional practices to achieve their purposes. AHE students were vehemently committed to achieving the passes they need in their various assignments in order to enter higher education (HE) but recognised the difficulties of juggling this purpose with the other aspects of their lives (Busher et al., 2014).

Approaches to researching hybrid communities

Hybridity has considerable implications for the ethics of research, the relationships researchers construct with participants and the construction of trustworthy or credible
research. In this perspective virtual or online sites involve social interaction (Hine, 2000) in which researchers need to become immersed to gain “access to the thoughts and experiences of those being studied” (Browne, 2003, p.249). The activities on the online sites complement face-to-face social interactions especially in hybrid communities. However, researching hybrid online / offline communities can heighten the risks for research participants who may be potentially more visible and more at risk from asymmetrical power relationships with researchers.

Online data collection can take two main forms: conducting “traditional” methods online and using “naturally occurring” (Madge & O’Connor, 2005) online data. Traditional methods of collecting quantitative and qualitative data can be converted to online use. Sumuer, Ester & Yildirim (2014) used surveys, interviews and documentary data on Facebook to investigate teachers' use of social media in Turkey. Constructions of meanings for observations of people’s online activities can be created by “tracing the flows of objects, texts, and bodies, analysing the construction of boundaries within and around texts” (Leander & McKim, 2003, p. 211). Fields and Kafai (2009) followed child gamers in and out of school as they interacted with each other and members of the virtual world at large using videos, tracking data, field notes and interviews. Online discussions potentially provide anonymity for participants, although not knowing to whom they are talking may discourage some people from choosing to participate. On the other had anonymity can encourage a more open and honest discussion (James & Busher, 2009).

Researchers can gain access to many online or hybrid online and face-to-face communities by using a range of traditional research methods adapted to the online world. This allows researchers to investigate the meanings constructed by people using a wide range of online spaces such as newsgroups (Madge & O’Connor, 2005) blogs (Hookway, 2008) social networking sites, chat rooms – “where participants often become strongly involved and … manage and enhance their images on particular topics” (Shoham, 2004, p. 855) -, digital videos, such as YouTube, electronic face-to-face communication by VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocols, e.g. Skype) and text-based email, whether synchronous or
asynchronous (James & Busher, 2013). Further, using online spaces as an adjunct to face-to-face data collection in research projects can have practical advantages for researchers, avoiding the need for physical venues and transport costs to research sites. Online discussions make it possible for researchers to explore the views of a wider range of participants and international and cross-cultural perspectives more easily (Busher & James, 2012). Ethical participation on websites, chatrooms and social media pages allow researchers not only to, “textually construct her participants but also herself and her social world” (Leander & McKim, 2003, p.214).

The online environment is also a rich source of ‘naturally occurring’ data from online and hybrid communities. Over recent years researchers have been able to collate vast quantities of information from websites through data mining (Hawi, 2013). Social media sites as well as being sources of information can also be used as means of finding participants for studies (Marsh & Bishop, 2014). Tools for carrying out research with people on online sites, such as social media, blogs or newsgroups can be adapted from face-to-face research methods, be physical or digital in form and might include written or copied notes, screen grabs, photographs, diagrams or videos. Collecting multimodal material signals the central part played by visual, gestural and kinaesthetic modes in interpersonal communications, alongside language, in the development and expression of meaning (Jewitt, 2009; Kress, 2010).

Taking this broad approach to making sense of participants’ engagements in hybrid online/face-to-face social situations challenges orthodox notions of a research site or field as a physical place / space for performing identity construction and interpersonal relationships. Instead it offers the more flexible notion of site as a space or field of social relationships (Olwig & Hastrup, 1997) that is located in social and policy contexts and inhabited by people interconnected by communications whether these are face-to-face or online. It emphasises how researchers need to actively socially engage and interact with their participants in online as well as face-to-face spaces in order to write the story of their situated context (James & Busher, 2013).
In our own research to investigate AHE students’ views of their transitions and transformations as learners during their courses we combined two surveys of over 500 students in seven course providing institutions in England with student focus groups, document collection, observation of some student Facebook sites and AHE tutors’ individual interviews (Bush et al., 2014). The student learning communities that developed on these courses in face-to-face formal and informal learning spaces were inextricably linked with the students’ online spaces, including college-based VLEs and private Facebook sites. The last were used both for social networking and to support their studies. For the students, the AHE courses were hybrid communities that offered the opportunity to negotiate the transformations of their identities and values through forming new online/offline relationships with others who were in similar situations to themselves.

**In pursuit of ethical research**

Being involved in research into multi-sited hybrid communities raises questions about how to ethically engage with the participants when collecting, analysing and writing up the data. In social research, ethics refers to the moral deliberation, choice and accountability on the part of researchers throughout the research process (James & Busher, 2007). As such research ethics goes beyond the use of university ethics committees or institutional review boards and the paraphernalia of ethical approval protocols with which researchers have to engage: guidelines, ethical approval request forms, and participant consent forms. Well-established ethical codes of conduct such as the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC, 2011) or the British Educational Research Association (BERA, 2011) give valuable guidance to researchers. However, researchers can never avoid the necessity of engaging actively and reflexively with the potential ethical dilemmas embedded in their research throughout the life of a research project (Hammersley, 2006). This involves at times, not just a willingness by researchers to question who they are but who others are, too, and to question what seems obvious (Culbertson, 2013). This is even more critical when research
is being conducted in technology-mediated social spaces. With the emergence of new
digital technologies and social media, ‘moral deliberation’ about who the participants are,
what is private/public and how data is stored, can become confused or even lost
(Henderson, Johns & Auld, 2013).

Carrying out research in hybrid online/face-to-face spaces, where individuals
participate in communities that are simultaneously online and face-to-face, requires an
ethical practice that is closely linked to constructing collaborative cultures in which the
researchers act as hosts (Derrida, 2000) for their projects, inducting new participants into
them (James and Busher, 2013). This involves clarifying the rules of engagement with
participants so that the research is carried out in a respectful manner and keeps participants
safe from harm, preserves privacy, builds trust with participants and ensures trustworthy
outcomes from research (Lee, 2006). This important deontological stance avoids exposing
participants to potential harm. However, researchers can only do this with “the direct and
indirect contributions of colleagues, collaborators and others” (ESRC, 2011, p. 23). When
research is located online or in hybrid spaces this can be achieved by viewing research
ethics as a dialogic process, in which ethics informs the development of a study for a
particular purpose and is iterative in the sense that it is developed and reworked during the
study and focuses on the relationship between the researcher and participants (Henderson,

People’s different perspectives on social situations in hybrid spaces, whether
expressed in text or visually formed “ethical spaces” are activated through the interactions of
researchers, participants and readers (Lovheim, 2011). Hybrid spaces can become spaces
for creative self-expression and reflection or for voicing concerns and views on issues in
people’s lives as we found in our study of AHE students (Busher et al., 2014) which is
discussed below. However, the representation of people in physical or online spaces is
always a matter of considerable concern ethically because of the risks of causing harm to
research participants. The problem is exacerbated because representation of people in one
space often has a dynamic interrelationship with that in others. Images, too, in representing
aspects of social structures in their particular contexts can make the institutional spaces of research visible when writing up studies, threatening to undermine the privacy of participants.

The use of digital technology heightens the problem because of the ease with which representations of participants can be made easily available in online/offline spaces. Some researchers have suggested that internet spaces are neither public nor private and that publicly accessible online data can be used in research without participants’ consent (Paccagnella, 1997). However, other researchers prefer to acknowledge the autonomy of research participants (Wiles, Prosser, Bagnoli, Clark, Davies, 2008) and request participants’ permission to use their images or texts in research whether or not they are publically accessible on the internet.

Research on social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter raise various ethical issues as they are hybrid public spaces – what people present online affects how they are perceived in face-to-face interactions and their choices of how they present themselves online may be affected by values that are established in face-to-face communications with communities that are, for them, significant others. In some cases, even though participants may be only intending to communicate with each other online, viewing the online space as private, in effect they are communicating in a public space to which other people can gain access (James & Busher, 2013). Consequently researchers have to ensure that participants and their families and communities are protected from harm in both online and offline spaces, including harm to their reputations. As with research participants on internet websites (Madge & O’Connor, 2005) researchers on social media sites need to ensure that all the participants in a particular community with whom they want to carry out research give their voluntary informed consent to take part. This also avoids researchers unintentionally and unethically lurking on community sites (James & Busher, 2009). If some members of a community choose to withhold their permission their data has to be removed from the research record of that community.
**Ethical practice in hybrid educational communities**

It is instructive to look at how these ethical frameworks for research have been played out in studies of hybrid communities by different educational researchers. The examples shown below have similarities and differences: the first three come from intentional communities (Mangham, 2012) set up during courses of study or research in HE. The last two come from research focused on open or publically accessible online sites.

The first example comes from one institution in one country making use of action research to help trainee teachers develop their thinking as putative teachers. A teacher educator used blogs to encourage student teachers to reflect on their developing practice as pre-service teachers in understanding geographical concepts and ideas and approaches for lessons (Wood, 2012). Through using liminal spaces on the internet to reflect on practice on physical sites – student teachers’ placement schools for teaching practice - student teachers made important transitions in the development of their repertoire of practices and identities as trainee and future teachers. However, the power imbalances between the teacher educator and the students raised ethical questions about the quality of consent given by the students and the safeguarding of their privacy. The latter was addressed by the students writing blogs on secure sites where non-participants in the study could not enter and the study being written up anonymously. An important feature of the study was the tutor and students building values of trust and collaboration in their learning community.

The second example is of international collaboration in teacher education to develop thinking about teaching a particular area of knowledge. In this case, researchers used a wiki to enable pre-service teachers to share their developing understandings of teaching poetry in Secondary schools, their evaluations of their experiences of teaching poetry during teacher-training placements and their views on using wikis for teaching purposes (Hughes & Dymoke, 2011). In addition the wiki allowed participants to compare their perspectives across departments of education for student teachers in England and Canada. In each country student teachers worked with each other and their tutors face-to-face, making the
tutors as researchers participant observers of both sites online and offline. However, the power differentials between teacher educators and pre-service teachers, and the differing roles of the tutors as both tutors and researchers highlighted the complex relationship between researchers and participants online and offline. Although the wiki that was used was not in a public online space, avoiding the potential for invading their privacy which the student teachers might have faced through their posts, the extent to which participants might be said to have given voluntary informed consent to participate is problematic, even if it is what student teachers and tutors claimed happened. Writing up the study was similarly problematic as any revelation of the institutions involved in the study risked revealing at least the group of student teachers who took part, if not the individuals themselves.

A third example of the ethical complexities of research in hybrid communities comes from Kidd (2011) who constructed an artificial community of bloggers for the purposes of research. Like other hybrid communities, it functioned in the liminal spaces online between the participants and the researcher, allowing participants to be both present and absent simultaneously. Newly qualified teachers in their first year of full-time teaching were asked to develop narratives on blogs about their experiences in schools. This was so the researcher could assess the impact of teacher education provision and trainee teachers’ readiness for changing professional identities and roles in the first sixth months of employment. The information from these blogs was then used to inform the development of a pre-service teachers’ training course. Although this process seems ethically unproblematic – discussion taking place in a closed online space, the blog – it raises some awkward questions for participants. By making public their early experiences as new teachers in particular institutions, which other bloggers might have known, and relating these to their previous teacher training, the blog had the potential to damage the reputations of both novice teachers and the institutions in which they worked. To avoid this, the researcher and the other participants had to be very careful not to allow what they found out through the blog to influence what they said outside that environment.
The remaining two examples are taken from studies involving hybrid communities using publically accessible online sites the material on which interacts with people’s face-to-face lives. The online sites are part of people’s hybrid activities through which they build connections and communities online and face-to-face. The first example is from our study of AHE students (Bush et al., 2014; Piela et al., 2013) where students used email and telephonic communications with tutors and in six of the seven providing institutions had set up social media sites and informal face-to-face study groups to complement their work in the formal classes of their courses. In addition students on four courses used institutional VLEs to develop independent learning. These AHE courses were hybrid communities which only met for formal lessons on two or three days each week during term time because many of the AHE students also had to have jobs to sustain their families and pay their course fees. Problematically, we only discovered that AHE students were using online communications to support their learning during the first round of face-to-face interviews in Autumn 2012 (Bush et al., 2014; Piela et al., 2013). Although we had gained informed consent from participants before carrying out the first interviews this permission only extended to face-to-face discussions. Further, because the students in the interviews were only a sample of those on each AHE course, there were many students participating in the AHE social media sites in each institution who had not given their consent to talk with us. If we were to investigate AHE students’ interactions on their social media sites we had to gain permission from all the students who were members of those sites.

This was not quite as straight forward as it might seem. In two of the colleges the moderators of the AHE students’ Facebook pages were members of the focus groups we were interviewing. In both cases they offered to allow us access to the sites. However we did not know the gatekeepers of the social media sites in the other four colleges. Further the kind offer by the gatekeepers we did know did not necessarily give us the informed consent of all the members of their sites (ESRC, 2011). As we wanted to treat all the social media sites equally we decided to post to each student Facebook site and ask members to give their informed consent to take part in our study. This, in turn, raised an issue about how we
posted to these social media sites since if we used our private social media addresses it would make us and our networks visible to the students. So we now had a double dilemma of both getting students’ informed consent and protecting the private lives of the researchers (ESRC, 2011).

We tackled the protection of researchers’ privacy by creating a Facebook identity for the project, linked to its website and email address. This became the entity which posted to the AHE students’ Facebook pages, the addresses of which we obtained from our focus group participants, and avoided the researchers being personally visible on the students’ Facebook sites. The project was a known entity amongst all the AHE students in the institutions through the questionnaires we had sent out and through our focus group interviews with some of them.

To address the problem of gaining informed consent from all AHE students on each Facebook site, we decided to explain in a post to each site who we were and why we wanted access to their sites and that we wanted their permission to do so. We thought it would be unethical to lurk on the students’ Facebook sites and download posts from them without students’ explicit permission. To avoid disturbing or distorting the conversational flows of the sites we decided not to join in with any of the conversations, even if we had the knowledge to do so and were explicitly invited by participants. We explained this in our post. To avoid students worrying about what might happen to their posts if we captured them – a hugely time consuming process – we guaranteed that we would render them anonymous before using them in the study. To cope with any participant on an AHE Facebook site who did not want to take part in the project, we decided, as we explained in our post, that we would cut out their material from our record of the Facebook conversations. It was a considerable relief when, several weeks after our post none of the students participating in the Facebook sites had raised any objections to our research activities.

The second example is from a study into Muslim women’s self-representation on the internet. This constituted a hybrid public community where online and offline communication intermingled and religious beliefs around appropriate behaviour confronted Western
dominated values of individuality (Piela, 2010). As human form is absent from public settings in Islam, traditionally, “research on photos produced and published by Muslim women on the internet juxtaposes Western concepts of identity and self-representation with Islamic understandings of modesty” (Piela, 2010, p. 87). The Muslim women who produced these self-portraits were both their authors and their subjects, “authors-subjects” (Piela, 2010, p. 93). By analysing and interpreting these photos in the particular contexts of the internet, researchers can gain some insight into how Muslim women see themselves and the world that surrounds them, “thus reversing the power dynamic of the Orientalist gaze that asserts itself through framing and contextualizing the object” (Piela, 2010, p. 91).

To address the ethical issues that this research raised, although the photos were freely available on the internet and not on password protected sites, Piela (2010) preferred to acknowledge her research participants' ownership of their images (Wiles et al., 2008) and requested participants' permission to use their images in her research. She thought that using the images for purposes different from the authors’ original intention (research rather than self-representation) made it necessary, ethically, for her to gain the permission of her participants to use their photographs. She also recognised that she had to safeguard the privacy of her participants, whom she contacted through a photo-sharing website messaging system, so stored the data securely and changed the names of the participants, removing any biographical details linked to the images that might allow their identification (Piela, 2010, p. 92).

**Conclusion**

Social relationships are the sites through which people develop their identities, social groups and particular cultures in the contexts of broader social and policy discourses. People use online, visual and textual media interactively with face-to-face communications to develop and sustain social relationships whether for work or pleasure (Littlejohn & Pegler, 2006; Coffey et al., 2006). Although, hybrid online/face-to-face communities are commonplace
people engage with them to differing extents. Some people are more adept at using both worlds and this may be related in part to age, gender, social class and technical knowledge, as well as to people’s values and ethics. In learning environments, teachers can mediate the impact of these social factors to some extent (Shea & Bidjerano, 2013).

If researchers wish to study the social processes of people in groups where their participants use a variety of face-to-face and online media to communicate with each other they need to replace narrow views of place as the physical site for people’s actions with broader views of space as the multiple locations which people inhabit in hybrid online/face-to-face worlds (Olwig & Hastrup, 1997). To investigate these hybrid worlds researchers need to understand people’s online communications, their face-to-face engagement and the interactions of both (James & Busher, 2013). To do so however, requires researchers to think carefully about how they apply understandings of ethical practice to complex social situations.

To follow people through the interstices of their online-offline worlds, researchers need to become sophisticated in using multimodal approaches whether to investigate how individuals think, feel and act or how groups of people interact, create cultures and use/experience power in pursuit of particular agenda (Browne, 2003), as Fields and Kafai (2009) did in their study. Such studies raise ethical challenges to researchers to ensure that participants are kept safe from harm so that trustworthy knowledge is constructed that is of benefit to wider societies (Sikes, 2006). Careful reflection on ethical processes for online and face-to-face data collection and curation at all stages of a research project and the explanation of these to putative participants in a project help to build a culture of trust in it (Lee, 2006; Busher & James, 2012). This empowers participants and facilitates their willingness to engage meaningfully with a project in constructing carefully grounded responses to the research questions as well as building truthful knowledge on which future research can safely build.

Researchers can avoid using multimodal methods of data collection and analysis and the ethical conundrums they pose by choosing to investigate just the face-to-face or online
aspects of individual people’s lives or people’s interactions in communities or groups. However, in doing so researchers have to recognise that they are probably capturing only a portion of participants’ stories. Admittedly in some instances / locations / research objectives it might be appropriate to only focus on the online or face-to-face world of their participants rather than on the excitingly hybrid but in making that choice researchers will have to be more cautious than usual with their claims to knowledge.

Notes
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